Brexit 1517 Brexit 2017
What can history teach us?
Steve Apted compares the remarkable similarities between the English break from
Rome in 1517, and a similar break from the European Union in 2017. The issue of
sovereignty, the pressure from big business, the drain of money to the Continent,
the desire to spend the money released on social benefits, are examples of how
deep-seated characteristics of English culture can cause a change of direction.
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with Henry VIII as Sovereign, who
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The political aspects of the English
Reformation centred around where
power, control and influence lay. Was
it with the Pope in Rome or was it

given to the English envoys pleading
Henry’s cause in Rome. Henry broke
with Rome in order to regain control
and not to be answerable to a foreign
power. He argued for the right of
Kings to rule their nation’s affairs
without being subject to Papal

There are many good books covering
1

every aspect of the Reformation
including the faith-based issues, the
power politics and the role of the
reformers such as Luther, Calvin,
Zwingli and Bucer.

the Reformation which had a
profound economic, financial and
social impact on local communities
was the closure of the monasteries.
The monasteries were centres of local
production and social justice. They
were economic hubs in local
communities. Monasteries acted as
the budget hotels of the time,
providing safe and secure predictable
accommodation for travellers. The
monasteries also brewed beer, grew
agricultural produce, provided health
care for the sick and elderly, doles for
the poor and unemployed and were
employers of servants, agricultural
workers and retainers.
Henry first started to move against
the monasteries in 1534. This had

authority. Dieu et mon droit -

One of the best generalist books I

profound economic consequences for

French for God and my right - is the

have read on the subject is A Brief
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monasteries were forced to close.

from the sale of monastic

Reformation which have direct
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properties going direct to the

applicability to the current Brexit

business and financial leaders of
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debate:

their day. They were also responsible

and many of the older ones became

for keeping the peace and raising a

destitute as they were unable to
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work or build new lives for

it is critical for governments to retain

themselves. C J Sansom recounts

the support of key industries and

the story of one such closure and

major employers, so Henry used the

the devastating consequences in

dissolution of the monasteries and

his novel Dissolution .

the wealth that this released to
sweeten the changes he was making.
(Note the government’s assurances
to Nissan, a major employer in the
North-east of England, over their
concerns about tariffs whilst the rest
of the country was simply being told
‘Brexit means Brexit’). Key
landowners ‘in the know’ were ready
and waiting to snap up monastic
bargains in the form of land, artefacts
and buildings. Regional power
brokers saw this as an opportunity to
extend their estates or consolidate
their landed holdings. The prospect
of a once-in-a-lifetime business
opportunity created a frenzied
scramble to take advantage of the
bonanza. Thomas Cromwell, Henry
VIII’s right-hand man at the time,
following the fall of Cardinal Wolsey,
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‘The advocates of change in

the King’s employ of course wished
to encourage this questioning culture
– as long as it led the people to the
‘right’ conclusion. But what if it did
not? What if, having weighed up all
the evidence an intelligent man

Wilson concludes that the means by

decided the King could not replace

which these ancient institutions

the Pope as head of the English

were brought down were shoddy in

Church’.

the extreme, and the motives of most
of the people concerned were, at
best, questionable. For those
dubious about the monastic closures
there was a moral carrot: the money
currently expended on maintaining
the monastic system could be better

(Replace King’s employ with
Parliament, Pope with EU and
English church with legislative
body and you have a statement
directly relevant to the current EU
referendum debate.)

spent on social enterprises such as

2.

improved education for many.

empire with the right to determine

Thomas Cranmer, Archbishop of

its own laws and customs’ (A direct

Canterbury even suggested in one

quotation from Henry VIII in 1537).

sermon that the king would have no
more need to tax his people.
As in our own day, arguments and
passions ran high with both sides of
the Reformation divide making wild

3.

‘This realm of England is an

‘The desire to change society

was not new in the 1530s. It was
however given an impetus of
unprecedented vigour. And England
was changed – profoundly. It looked

and unsubstantiated claims.

different thanks to the disappearance

Augmentations charged with the

Consider these quotations taken

of large estates by the new men. It

disposal of the assets, the money

from Wilson’s book referring to the

sounded different, as anyone

was president of the Court of

of the monasteries, and the creating
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attending divine service in English rather than
Latin knew only too well, it felt different: being

A PRAYER FOR THE ‘BREXIT’ ELECTION

separated from Latin Catholicism made

God of every time and season,

England distinct (perhaps in a manner not

Whose reign and rule extends beyond any earthly realm;

dissimilar from modern British aloofness

In the midst of the uncertainty,

from the Eurozone)’
4.

The debate and expectancy of a forthcoming General Election,

‘Bigod’s alienation sprang not from

Help us to centre ourselves afresh on you;

rejection of the Cromwellian reform programme

Not to escape the issues and argument,

but with his disillusionment of its practical

But that we might be engaged

outworking. He had hoped that the money raised
from the dissolution of the monasteries would
be ploughed back into the economy and

With wisdom and faithfulness
That reflects our identity as your people.

particularly new educational projects. Discovery

Protect us from indifference

that the government was playing the people false

That we might promote attitudes of grace

and that the Northern shire could expect no

And seek to uphold the narratives of truth and goodness.

succour from the Henrician regime enraged him’

And may we not become so consumed

(Substitute ‘dissolution of the monasteries’

With the agendas of our own concern

with ‘EU exit’ and you have a quote in direct

That we forget the lives and needs

parallel to the deeply contested £350m per week

Of a world that extends beyond our immediate horizons.

promised to the NHS as a result of Brexit)
5.

‘There was a deep sense of alienation in

the remoter parts of the realm from what was
happening in the centre’
6.

‘Communities now felt under threat from

it was geographically’

May we never take for granted
Or the freedom we have
To determine those who govern us.
Help us to act wisely;

In the same way that the protagonists on both
sides in the current Brexit battle are fighting for
influence and control, so also in the political
sphere of the Protestant Reformation both sides
were fighting for the ear of the king. Henry VIII
had the steering wheel, the reformers had the
accelerator, the traditionalists had the brake
and nobody had a road map. Anything sound
familiar?

2

And those to whom this responsibility will be given
The service that they offer

a government that was as distant emotionally as

1

We pray for those who seek office

To listen prayerfully;
To debate honestly;
To disagree graciously;
And to seek the ways of your Kingdom
In the decisions we make together.
Through Christ our Lord and King. AMEN
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